**SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS**

*The Journal of Contemporary Private Law*, ISSN 2358-1433, published quarterly by Editora Revista dos Tribunais, in Brazil, invites academics and researchers to submit unpublished papers for its first issue of 2015, in the following areas: a) jurisprudence related to private law; b) history of private law; c) roman law; d) comparative private law; e) the law of obligations; f) contracts; g) torts; h) property law; i) family law; j) Probate and Succession Law.

The mission of RDCC, as provided in the document of its Editorial Content, is the development of Contemporary Private Law based on internationalization, with respect to the theoretical foundations of Private Law and in the search for the contemporary society problem solving.

*The Journal of Contemporary Private Law* will be available both in print and online: [www.revistadostribunais.com.br](http://www.revistadostribunais.com.br).

1. **Text format requirements**
   - Paper size: A4
   - Text length: between 15 and 25 pages long, with average of 2,100 characters per page – including footnotes and bibliographical references
   - Margins: top and lower – 2.0 cm; left and right – 3.0 cm
   - Justified alignment
   - Font: Times New Roman, regular. Size 12 for title, text, quotations and summary; and size 10 for footnotes (please do not use endnotes)
   - Line spacing: 1.5.
   - For emphasis, use italics (not bold nor underlined)
   - Quotations in text: quoted and with no indentation.

2. In order to facilitate our double blind peer review process, authors are invited to send two electronic files, preferably in MS Word: one (i) containing the text the author would like to submit (with title on the first page and no other author identification) and another (ii) containing author information (the Front Page).

3. Both files must convey the work’s title and the abstract:
   - a) Both the title and the abstract should be submitted both in the original language and in English.
   - b) The abstract’s length should be approximately 750 words, and it should contain no spaces between lines.

4. The Front Page should also contain the Author’s name, academic title, position, postal address, telephone and e-mail, as well as five keywords related to the work submitted.

5. Electronic files of text and front page must be sent to the Editorial Committee, via e-mail to aval.artigo@thomsonreuters.com, conveying as subject: “Revista de Direito Civil Contemporâneo”.

6. Only unpublished material will be considered by the Editorial Committee, which might write back to the
authors with suggestions, should such need arise. Texts may be submitted in Portuguese, English, French, German, Spanish and Italian.

7. The double blind review will analyze the abstract, the theories, the legislative references, the consistency, the correct use of language and the conclusions. If there is disagreement between reviewers, the Editorial Board will resolve the question.

8. All authors must previously disclose any conflict of interest and, by submitting the work to the Journal of Contemporary Private Law, authors imply agreement to the Brazilian legislation regarding authorship. After text acceptance, authors will then be required to transfer the copyright to Thomson Reuters/Revista dos Tribunais, free of charge, for publication.

9. Published authors will be given a print copy of the issue in which their work is published in exchange for the copyright transfer.
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